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Introduction

Do you support users who are frustrated by the frequent need to query Oracle Order Management (OM) and Shipping data in Discoverer, export that data to spreadsheets, and then send those spreadsheets to customers as email attachments? Or do your users export any Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) 11i data from Discoverer to share with external parties?

This article explains why and how one Oracle customer (Opnext) leveraged its investment in Discoverer to share data with external parties through Web pages built from Oracle Portal. The scope of this article focuses on how Discoverer portlets can be used to link Oracle Portal to its existing Discoverer database workbooks. Procedures for installing Oracle Portal, Web Cache, or any other component of the Oracle Application Server (OracleAS) are out of scope.

The examples shown are from Discoverer portlets created from a 9i version of Portal and Discoverer. Yet, the same solution can be achieved from Portal 10gR2. The Lessons Learned section, in fact, addresses some of the relevant differences of Discoverer portlets between Portal 9i and 10gR2.

Business Case

Opnext’s initial user requirements were to grant Discoverer Desktop 9i access to external customers and sales representatives. Sales Operations staff at Opnext was burdened with a cumbersome process for providing customers with order and shipment data on a weekly basis. The process required the internal user to log into Discoverer Desktop, query open sales order and actual shipment data for a specific customer, export the data to Excel spreadsheets, and then email the spreadsheets to external customers.

By providing external customers with Discoverer Desktop access to Opnext’s Oracle EBS 11i system, customers would be able to run real-time Discoverer queries without involvement from the Opnext Sales Operations staff. But this initial request was denied for several reasons: users at the external customers would need a Discoverer Desktop client installation and VPN access to Opnext’s network. This would have placed a support burden on internal IT staff and potentially raised Discoverer Desktop licensing issues.

An alternate solution was proposed for a public Website built from Oracle Portal 9i. Discoverer portlets would be used on the Portal pages to provide Oracle EBS 11i Order Management data from Discoverer 9i worksheets to external customers. Even if an organization never plans to implement Portal, current users of Discoverer will learn a tip on how to enable hyperlinks in Discoverer workbooks for tracking actual shipments on shipping carrier’s Websites. These hyperlinks to FedEx, UPS, or DHL tracking sites, for example, can be enabled in minutes in any version of Discoverer without the need for the Drill Link to Internet URL functionality introduced in Discoverer Plus 10g!
Cache component of the OracleAS. The Discoverer portlet would display the date/time of the cached data on the bottom of the Portal page through standard functionality.

Every customer would have a unique Portal ID and password. No client installation or VPN access would be required; the user would only need a browser and Internet access. The Portal solution would be compatible with the Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Netscape browsers. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the encrypted user access to the Portal from the Internet.

The registered address for the Portal, https://portal.opnext.com/pls/portal, would direct the user to a login page (see Figure 2).

**Open Orders Tab**

Upon login, the external user would be routed to one Portal page assigned as the default page for his or her Portal ID. This page would have three tabs, each containing a Discoverer portlet. The first tab would display the “Open Sales Orders” portlet containing open sales order lines for the customer (lines not yet ship confirmed). Columns in this portlet, as shown in Figure 3, include:

- Customer PO #
- Sales Order #
- SO Line #
- Product
- Customer Item #
- Quantity
- Price
The Oracle EBS 11i tables or views queried by this portlet’s worksheet were:

- ONT.OE_ORDER_HEADERS_ALL
- ONT.OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL
- APPS.MTL_CUSTOM - ER_ITEM_XREFS_V

Current Month Shipments Tab

The second tab would display a “Current Month Shipments” portlet containing filled shipments to the customer with a ship confirm date in the current month. Columns in this portlet, as shown in Figure 4, include:

- Customer PO #
- Sales Order #
- SO Line #
- Product
- Customer Item #
- Quantity
- Price
- Receivables Invoice #
- Ship Method Code
- Waybill #

The Receivables “Invoice #” column would initially show a NULL value until AutoInvoice had run to create a sales revenue invoice transaction for the shipment.

The Oracle EBS 11i tables queried by this portlet’s worksheet were:

- WSH.WSH_NEW_DELIVERIES
- WSH.WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS
- AR.RA_CUSTOMER_TRX_ALL

Prior Month Shipments Tab

The third tab would display a “Prior Month Shipments” portlet [Figure 5], which contains the same data as the “Current Month Shipments” portlet except that its records were shipments from the previous month.

Navigating between tabs would be quick, because it would not initiate any database queries; the data in each portlet was pre-cached.

Architectures

Opnext implemented a single-server architecture for its Oracle 9i Application Server. The OracleAS has three tiers as shown in Figure 6:

- Infrastructure tier
- Application Server middle tier
- Business Intelligence tier

Web Cache was scheduled to refresh the Discoverer portlets every hour for high-volume customers and once every eight hours for other customers. Web Cache was config-
ured for HTTPS to secure the transmission of portlet data. Opnext purchased certificates from Verisign to secure connections with SSL at 128-bit encryption (shown in Figure 1).

**Security Relationships**

Limiting access to Discoverer data was critical, because external customers would be using the Portal to view sales data from the Oracle EBS 11i Order Management module. Portal users should only see order lines and shipments from sales to their company. Opnext was confident it could restrict access within the Portal pages, because the Discoverer portlets were linked to workbooks for the specific customer; its workbooks filtered records only for that customer through the use of a worksheet condition. Portal users could not modify a worksheet condition from a portlet.

But the need to provide customers with access to Discoverer Viewer 9i raised security concerns. Fortunately, Viewer 9i does not allow a user to modify conditions within a worksheet. But what security configuration would restrict Portal users from opening other workbooks in Viewer?

Figure 7 summarizes the security relationships Opnext implemented to restrict Portal user access to other workbooks through Viewer. This is only one of many security relationships that can be implemented and not necessarily the most preferred, although Opnext has been quite pleased with its security.

One Oracle EBS 11i user ID, PORTAL_USER, was created. The intention was that no one would ever know about or log into the Oracle EBS 11i system with this ID. Instead, the purpose for this ID was merely to grant access to Discoverer Desktop workbooks via its assigned responsibilities.

A unique responsibility was created each time Portal access was implemented for a different customer. A new responsibility, US – Portal for Demo, for instance, was created when Portal access was set up for customer Demo (Figure 8) and then assigned to the PORTAL_USER Oracle EBS 11i ID (Figure 9). This responsibility only has access to the “Preferences” menu so that no one...
Figure 8: Oracle Responsibility Configuration for US-Portal for Demo

Figure 9: Oracle User Configuration and Assignment for Portal_User
would see Opnext data even if logged into Oracle EBS 11i with the PORTAL_USER ID.

Next, a workbook called PORTAL – DEMO was created in Discoverer Desktop and stored in the end user layer (EUL) of the Oracle EBS 11i database. This database workbook contained three worksheets – one worksheet for each of the three portlets: “Open Sales Orders”, “Current Month Shipments”, and “Prior Month Shipments”. Each worksheet used a condition to show only records for customer Demo. Then the Discoverer administrator granted access to the workbook by sharing it with the US – Portal for DEMO responsibility [Figure 10].

Once the Portal administrator set up a new Portal ID, Demo, for this customer, a user-defined connection was created within Portal to link the Demo Portal ID to the US – Portal for DEMO responsibility assigned to the PORTAL_USER Oracle EBS 11i ID. Figure 11 shows this user-defined connection; its selected responsibility assignment is displayed as “portal_user:US – Portal for DEMO”.

**Overview of Key Portlet Creation Steps**

This section provides a brief overview of the key steps followed to create a Discoverer portlet on the Portal page. Prerequisites include:

- Creating a new Portal page for the customer’s Portal ID.
- Assigning the new page as the default page for the customer’s Portal ID.

**Figure 10: Share Discoverer Workbook Grant**

**Figure 11: Oracle 9iAS Connection**

• Assigning the new page as the default page for the customer’s Portal ID.
• Creating a user-defined connection [Figure 11].
First, the Portal administrator selected a region on the new Portal page [Figure 12] and added a Discoverer portlet (undefined worksheet) to the region [Figure 13].

Then the administrator chose a user-defined connection, “Demo”, stored in the Portal [Figure 14] and the Discoverer workbook [Figure 15] and worksheet [Figure 16] stored in the EUL within the Oracle EBS 11i database.

The refresh options for this portlet were set to once a day [Figure 17]. A portlet’s refresh frequency can be chosen from a variety of intervals, including every hour, once every 8 hours, every 2 days, once a week, or monthly.
Select Database Connections

These are the connections used to select and display the worksheet:
* Indicates Public Connection. A password is not required when connecting to a Public Connection.

**Publisher**
Use this connection to select worksheet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher's Connection</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>View details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>upgrade</td>
<td>Order Supa User Prod -- disabled *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCODEM0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Users Not Logged In**
Use this connection to display the worksheet for these users.

- No Connection (Do not display data)
- Use database connection `<Publisher's connection>`

**Users Logged In**
Use this connection to display the worksheet for these users.

- Use database connection `<Publisher's connection>`
- Allow users to change database connection
- Use user's database connection

Figure 14: Select Database Connections

Figure 15: Edit Portlets > Select Workbook
Issues

Issue # 1 – Export from Portal Page to Excel

One issue that arose during user testing was the inability to export data from the Portal page. While each Discoverer portlet displayed data nicely in a table, Portal did not provide any means for exporting the data. The browser’s “Save As” functionality was inadequate. Highlighting the table and copy-and-pasting to Excel produced unexpected results.

So Opnext turned to the Web-based version of Discoverer – Discoverer Viewer – for its export functionality. Each Discoverer portlet has a View Worksheet link in the bottom-left corner as shown in Figure 18.
Clicking this link routes the browser to Discoverer Viewer on the OracleAS, where the user can initiate a real-time query of the worksheet used by the portlet. Figure 19 shows the result set of the worksheet rerun in Viewer, which includes an Export Data link.

From the Export Data link, Viewer allows the user to export the result set to many file formats, including Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, HTML, comma-delimited, or Oracle Reports XML [Figure 20].

Once the user selects Excel as the format and clicks the Export Data button, Viewer opens up an Excel spreadsheet with the data from the Viewer worksheet [Figure 21].

**Issue # 2 – Shipment Tracking Link**

A new request was made during user testing for enhancements to the “Current Month Shipments” and “Prior Month Shipments” portlets. The enhancements were to add a hyperlink to track actual shipments on the shipping carrier’s Website. The “Current Month Shipments” and “Prior Month Shipments” tabs included the FedEx, UPS, or DHL tracking number under...
the “Waybill #” column. Users were copying tracking numbers from the Portal page and pasting them onto the shipping carrier’s Website – one tracking number at a time.

This request created a dilemma: How could a tracking link URL column be added to the cached result set of a Discoverer portlet? The solution to this dilemma was to create a hyperlink within the Discoverer Desktop 9i database workbook itself.

First, a new data item, “Tracking Link” was added in Discoverer Administrator [Figure 22]. The “Tracking Link” item’s value was a URL address to track the actual shipment based on its tracking number. The item’s content type was set to file, which allowed the column value to act as an Internet hyperlink. The data type was set to VARCHAR. The item’s formula referenced the “Ship Method Code” item in a DECODE function to determine which external Web address to select; the formula also concatenated the tracking number from the “Waybill #” column [Figure 23].
Next, the new “Tracking Link” data item was added to the Discoverer worksheet used by the portlet. Figure 24 shows the column for the “Tracking Link” item on the Desktop worksheet. The cells in this column are recognized as hyperlinks. Clicking on a cell opens a browser page to track the shipment on UPS’s Website.

When Portal 9i displayed the same “Tracking Link” column through the Discoverer portlet, the cells retained their hyperlink functionality. Clicking on the link for a FedEx shipment, for example, opened a page to FedEx’s Website [Figure 25].

This solution only worked with Discoverer 9i – as well as Desktop 10gR2 (10.1.2.1).

For Viewer 10gR2, the workbook needed to be opened in Discoverer Plus 10gR2 and a Drill Link to Internet URL needed to be added to the “Tracking Link” column.

For more on Drill Link to Internet URL, refer to the Oracle Business Intelligence Discoverer Plus User’s Guide – 10g Release 2, Chapter 10, “How to create drill links to Internet URLs”.

The “Tracking Link” column does not retain its hyperlink functionality in Discoverer portlets on Portal 10gR2. Opnext has opened several service requests on MetaLink for a solution and is currently testing a 10gR2 patch provided by Oracle Development.

**Issue # 3 – Server Resources**

Opnext experienced an issue with Discoverer portlets because it had undersized the memory on the Application Server (AS) box. The symptom was that some Discoverer portlets could not refresh and would therefore only display an error message.
This issue occurred when the Discoverer server within the OracleAS had insufficient memory to spawn additional session pools. The Discoverer server needs the session pools to refresh a portlet’s cached data.

The short-term workaround to this issue was to change the refresh rate for most Discoverer portlets from hourly to once every 8 hours and limit the number of portlets. The obvious long-term solution was to migrate the OracleAS to a larger server with more memory.

Lessons Learned

Opnext learned to initiate testing of the firewall policies on the customer’s network before issuing a new Portal ID to the external customer. The test was simply to have the customer attempt to log onto the Portal using the Demo Portal ID to determine if firewall policies on the customer’s network allowed access to the SSL ports used by Opnext’s Portal server. Some companies had firewall policies that blocked those ports.

Several relevant differences between Portal 9i & 10gR2 (10.1.2.1) were identified as Opnext prepared to migrate to Portal 10gR2:

- Handling of Failed Portlet Refreshes. In Portal 9i, if a portlet refresh fails, the portlet displayed an error message. Portal 10gR2 was enhanced to continue displaying the “old” cached data from the last successful refresh before the error occurred.

- Addition of the Next Link. Portal 9i lacked any next link for rows and columns in a Discoverer portlet table. If the result set returned 100 records, but the portlet was set to display only 25 rows, then the Portal user had no way to scroll down to see rows 26 to 100. Portal 10gR2 eliminated this problem with the addition of the “Next” link.

- Viewer Security Enhancement. Oracle added a security enhancement in 10gR2 to limit Discoverer Viewer access only to the workbook selected for the portlet. In 9i, if a Portal user clicked the “View Worksheet” link to rerun the portlet’s worksheet in Viewer 9i, that Portal user could also open any workbook shared with the Oracle EBS responsibility selected in the user-defined connection.

- Drill Links. The “Drill Link to Internet URL” functionality, as referenced in a previous section, was added to Discoverer Plus 10gR2 to allow a worksheet column to be treated as an Internet hyperlink.

Conclusion

Discoverer portlets provide an efficient way to extend Oracle EBS 11i data from Oracle Discoverer worksheets to external customers. This portlet functionality within Oracle Portal allows companies to leverage their investment in Discoverer to share data with parties outside of their organization.
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